Abstract. The two-decade long history of events relating object-oriented programming, the development of persistence and transactional support, and the aggregation of multiple nodes in a single-system image cluster, appears to convey the following conclusion: programmers ideally would develop and deploy applications against a single shared global memory space (heap of objects) of mostly unbounded capacity, with implicit support for persistence and concurrency, transparently backed by a possibly large number of clustered physical machines.
Introduction
A trend been taking place with the rediscovery of the notion of a single-system image provided by the transparent clustering of distributed OO storage systems (e.g., from Thor [6] with caching and transactions ca. 1992, to present distributed VM systems such as Terracotta). They allow to scale-out systems and overcome the limitations and bottlenecks w.r.t. CPU, memory, bandwidth, availability, scalability, and affordability of employing a single, even if powerful, machine, while attempting to maintain the same abstractions and transparency to the programmers.
The two-decade long history of events relating object-oriented programming, the development of persistence and transactional support, and the aggregation of multiple nodes in a single-system image cluster [8] , appears to convey the following conclusion: programmers ideally would develop and deploy applications against a single shared global memory space (heap of objects) of mostly unbounded capacity, with implicit support for persistence and concurrency, transparently backed by a possibly large number of clustered physical machines.
In fact, today more and more applications are developed resorting to OO languages and execution environments, encompassing common desktop and web applications, commercial business applications on application servers, applications for science and engineering (e.g., architecture, engineering, electronic system design, network analysis, molecular modeling), and even games, virtual simulation environments. This is due to the universality of the programming model and performance offered by present JIT 1 technology. Such applications essentially maintain, navigate and update object graphs with increasingly larger (main) memory requirements, more than a single machine has available or can manage efficiently. For storage, reliability and sharing purposes, these objects graphs also need be made persistent to a repository.
In this paper, we propose a new approach to the design of OODB systems for Java applications: (O 3 ) 2 (pronounced ozone squared ). It aims at providing to developers a single-system image of virtually unbounded object space/heap with support for object persistence, object querying, transactions and concurrency enforcement, backed by a cluster of multi-core machines with Java VMs that is kept transparent to the user/developer. While embodying some of the principal goals of the original OODB systems (orthogonal persistence, transparency to developers, transactional support), it reprises them in the context of contemporary computing infrastructures (such as cluster, grid and cloud computing), execution environments (namely Java VM), and application development models, described next. It is based on an existing persistence framework (ozone-db [5] ).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next Section, we address the relevant related work in some areas intersecting with our work goals. In Section 3, we describe the architecture of (O 3 ) 2 . Section 4 describes the main implementation details and the performance results obtained with a benchmark from the literature. Section 5 closes the paper with some conclusions and future work.
Related Work
OODB systems traditionally designate those systems simultaneously databases and object-based systems. They provide support for orthogonal (transparent) persistence of object graphs, querying to the object store (usually a single server machine), and frequently object caching. This is achieved without requiring an extra mapping step to a relational database. They also enable navigation through object graphs, type inheritance, polymorphism, etc. Earlier examples include Gemstone [3] . Examples of recent work include ozone-db [5] and db4o [7] . They provide transparency and object querying. The main limitation of past and current OODB systems is that they do not offer true single-system image semantics. A repository must fit in its entirety on a single machine; other machines may
